Know your network

Knowing your network enhances
productivity, security and compliance.
NetFort LANGuardian gives you total network insight you can act on.

You may think of your network as the backbone of your IT
infrastructure—but it’s also the backbone of your business.
Without the network up and running at optimum performance,
every aspect of your business suffers—work grinds to a
screeching halt and productivity drops. If you can’t meet
compliance requirements, you could face potential legal risks
or fines. And a breach in network security could result in a wide
range of problems that may literally jeopardize your business.
The bottom line? You need to be able to accurately see
what’s going on with your network at all times.

Unmatched network visibility in
a neat little package

Deep network insight with lower cost
of ownership

NetFort LANGuardian provides total visibility into your network.
With LANGuardian, you get a clear view of all user activity, file
and database queries, intrusion attempts, bandwidth usage, and
Internet access—down to the level of actual web pages viewed.

LANGuardian is designed to maximize the return on your
network investment:

LANGuardian also creates a database of historical traffic data
that you can use for advanced network troubleshooting as well
as for meeting audit and compliance requirements. And because
LANGuardian integrates with Windows and Active Directory, you
get reports that list real user names instead of IP addresses.
LANGuardian is an ingenious, easy-to-use software solution
with no clients or agents to install and zero impact on
network performance.

• Unlike other products that provide full packet capture,
LANGuardian runs on industry standard PCs and servers.
• Comprehensive usage monitoring and reporting capabilities
enable accurate planning that can minimize licensing,
hardware and support costs.
• Effective bandwidth management helps minimize the cost of
network connectivity.
• Faster troubleshooting lowers the network cost of ownership.
• Capturing and reporting on auditable activity on the network
lowers the overall risk profile of the organization, which can
lead to reduced insurance costs.
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A complete set of powerful network
insight tools that’s remarkably easy
to use
LANGuardian is the only Deep Packet Inspection (DPI) product
on the market that offers such a wide range of powerful features
at its price. Features include:
Packet capture – Get visibility into actual web pages
accessed, files read and deleted, mail header fields, and the
content of database queries for both internal and external
network activity.
Traffic analysis – Inspecting the actual content of data
packets allows LANGuardian to identify threats that can’t be
identified using standard networking components alone.
Reporting – LANGuardian captures all network traffic and
uses it to create online, printable and email reports. Choose
from over 40 built-in reports or create custom reports to meet
your specific needs.

Flexible deployment options
The core LANGuardian system provides out-of-the-box
advanced functionality that you can customize for your business
by adding a flexible selection of modular enhancements.
Bandwidth management – Bandwidth Quota Monitor
provides quota management and alerting tools that let you
assert more proactive control over how your bandwidth is being
used.
Email monitoring – LANGuardian Email Monitor allows you to
identify SPAM and avoid being blacklisted, provides monitoring
reports and alerts to help protect corporate data, and captures
email audit trails.
File share monitoring – LANGuardian Windows File Share
Monitor provides total visibility of user activity on Microsoft
Windows file shares throughout the network.
Intrusion detection – LANGuardian Intrusion Detection
System monitors network traffic and provides real-time
detection and alerting of malicious events that occur on your
network.
SQL Server monitoring – LANGuardian SQL Server Monitor
alerts you to activity that poses a risk to sensitive business data
and helps you more easily meet your compliance obligations.

Simply better business insight
LANGuardian from NetFort is an unobtrusive solution that gives
you total insight into what’s happening along the backbone of your
business. With LANGuardian you can become more productive,
secure and compliant—and ultimately more profitable.

Don’t let your network go unwatched another minute
To see LANGuardian in action, contact us to schedule a live demo, or
learn how to get a free 30-day trial. Visit us at www.netfort.com.
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